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As we sit in a movie theater for an action comedy film, our eyes are dazzled and mesmerized by the 
explosions, car chases, fistfights, and weapons of destruction that are presented. Action movies, as the 
name implies is filled with action, spectacle, and enthusiasm. Audiences tend to sit on the edge of their 
seats when it comes to this genre. When we pay our ten dollars to sit at the front row of a movie theater, 
we are looking forward to these thrills and excitements that it will give us. The excitement from these 
action movies is so electrifying, that we would not even be aware of our popcorn or soft drinks 
vanishing. What is different about action movies from other movie genres is that many distinct age 
groups applaud it. Whether it is a youngster at ten years old, teenager, or an adult, action movies like 
The Drunken Master starring Jackie Chan, The Terminator starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, and Rambo 
staring Sylvester Stallone bring entertainment to everybody with mind blowing action pact fun. Not only 
do these action movies bring spine-chilling action towards the audiences, they also help us navigate out 
of our colorless world and give us a hero to idolize. Excitement and thrill are probably the main reasons 
why we movie watchers adore action films. When we watch action films like Rambo, we are blown away 
from the explosiveness that Rambo gives to the audiences. It is just him alone with his huge rifle and 
bazooka taking on an army of Viet Cons. Rambo would demolish military vehicles, bridges, helicopters, 
and even military bases all by himself. Surely this is definitely not realistic, but it is what astonishes us. 
Movie watchers are not paying for realism when it comes to action films; they are actually paying to get 
out of their average dull lives. 
 
Moreover foremost the core differences of both these movies has a lot of differences like for example 
21 Jump Street and the spy movie both of them are way different in the plot the summaries plot of 21 
jump street is that in high school that Schmidt was a dork and jenko was the popular jack, after 
graduation both of them the police ended up as partners riding bicycles in the city park, since  
They look very young and they are look like an high school student they are assigned to be undercover 
unit to infiltrate drug ring that is supplying high school students. 
 
Next for the spy movies the plot is about a women who she assist agent in every mission and she falls 
in love with that agent, and one of the mission when she was assisting him he suddenly got in a big 
ambush and everyone thought that he got kill and those people who kill that agent they know who he is 
and they know they work for who that’s why she wants to revenge and she decided to be undercover 
and finish the mission for that agent. 
  
Also the two movies had different rate in IMDB the rate of the spy movie is 7.2/10 and for the 21jump 
Street is 7/10 as we can see is the spy movie is more funnier and interesting because of the characters 
In first that Jason statham act in this kind of action comedy movies and the role-play was so funny 
instead of Jonah hill when he act in the 22-jump street his role play doesn’t match with him. 
 
And the other differences is love in 21 jump street Schmidt fell in love with some girl and the end the 
relationship works compare to spy movie after she founds out that he still alive and she he lies to her  
She doesn’t love him anymore. 
  
Both of two movies it has a lot of differences from the way if role play and the story plot and what I 
like the most I spy movie because when you compare the differences between spy movie and 21 jump 
street you see that spy movie is more interesting from the way how its action and funny at the same 
time. 
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